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Research Update:

FONPLATA 'A-' Long-Term Rating Affirmed On
Solid Operating Performance; Outlook Remains
Stable
Overview
• In our view, FONPLATA has a very strong financial profile supported by
robust levels of capital and solid liquidity.
• We view FONPLATA as making steady progress achieving its operational and
lending targets, and shareholders continue to support the fund with
timely capital payments.
• We are affirming our 'A-/A-2' long- and short-term issuer credit ratings
on FONPLATA.
• The stable outlook reflects our view that over the next two years,
FONPLATA will maintain high capitalization levels to support the growth
in its loan book, shareholders will continue to support the fund through
timely capital contributions and treat the fund as a preferred creditor,
and management will continue to achieve its growing lending and
operational targets.

Rating Action
On July 26, 2018, S&P Global Ratings affirmed its 'A-/A-2' long- and
short-term issuer credit ratings on Fondo Financiero para el Desarrollo de la
Cuenca del Plata (FONPLATA). The outlook remains stable.

Rationale
Our 'A-' long-term issuer credit rating on FONPLATA reflects our view of its
moderate business profile and very strong financial profile. These combined
factors result in a stand-alone credit profile of 'a-'. The issuer credit
rating on FONPLATA does not incorporate uplift for potential extraordinary
support from shareholders because we rate all of FONPLATA's member
shareholders lower than the institution.
Over the past few years, FONPLATA has made steady progress achieving its
operational and lending targets. Historically, the fund's ability to fulfil
its mandate had been constrained by gaps in governance and management
structure. The institutional overhaul and reform beginning in 2012, followed
by the creation of the executive presidency and the first strategic business
plan in 2013, have strengthened FONPLATA's capacity to increase the pace of
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lending and have bolstered shareholder support.
Approval levels and disbursements grew by 3.6% and 34.6% in 2017, reaching
US$327 million and US$171 million, respectively, in line with planned targets.
This compares with approval levels under US$100 million a decade ago. Over the
medium term, we expect FONPLATA to double its approval size, in line with its
Institutional Strategic Plan 2018-2022, which largely focuses on expanding its
lending portfolio and incorporating new members. While we believe the fund is
well-positioned to fulfill its plan, which will increase its relevance in the
region, we would look for a longer track record of the institution meeting
these lending targets.
Shareholders continue to show support for the fund. Following FONPLATA's 2012
reform, shareholders approved its first general capital increase in 2013 for
$1.15 billion, of which 30.4% is paid-in capital, with installments beginning
in 2014 and ending in 2018. As of December 2017, members have paid on time and
in full, including Brazil, which experienced payment delays on its second and
third installments. Notably, the governors approved the second general capital
increase, in 2016, for $1.375 billion, including $550 million of paid-in
capital paid over seven yearly installments beginning in 2018.
Founded in 1974 by its five member countries Argentina, Bolivia, Brazil,
Paraguay, and Uruguay, through the ratification of the River Plate Treaty,
FONPLATA's mission is to support the integration of member countries and
achieve inclusive development within the geographical boundaries of the River
Plate basin area. As such, FONPLATA is particularly active in local
municipalities and subregions on countries' borders, providing mainly loans
for small and medium-size projects. Its niche focus favorably positions it to
work with other funding organizations.
To strengthen its presence in the region and support larger ticket sizes,
FONPLATA has engaged in various partnerships and co-financing arrangements
with other multilateral lending institutions (MLIs). We have seen progress on
this front as FONPLATA executed its first co-financed projects with
Corporacion Andina de Fomento (CAF) and the OPEC Fund for International
Development (OFID) in 2017. A Memorandum of Understanding (MOU) for strategic
cooperation was signed with the New Development Bank (NDB) in 2017 to focus on
financing in Brazil.
On June 18, 2018, FONPLATA signed an agreement with Mercosur to provide
technical and financial assistance to the Fund for the Structural Convergence
of Mercosur (FOCEM). The goal of the agreement is to optimize and enhance
aspects of FOCEM's management and establish a co-financing framework for
infrastructure projects in smaller, less developed countries. This arrangement
could support an increased scale for FONPLATA's project size, though we would
expect this to take some time to materialize.
Our business assessment also incorporates our assumption that all members will
grant FONPLATA preferred creditor treatment (PCT). In our view, FONPLATA's
track record of PCT and the treatment of nonperforming loans are somewhat
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weaker than peers in the region. All of FONPLATA's subnational loans are
guaranteed by the respective sovereign. FONPLATA cancels disbursements on
loans to the sovereign government if arrears exceed 90 days, and to all
operations that the government guarantees if arrears exceed 120 days. Between
2002-2004, Argentina, Brazil, and Paraguay arrears exceeded 90 days.
Furthermore, we have seen recurrent arrears with Brazilian municipalities over
the past three years but these were paid within the 90-day period. As of
December 2017, FONPLATA had one loan in arrears with a Brazilian municipality,
which was subsequently cured in February 2018 and, thus, did not require the
sovereign guarantee to be called upon.
Constraining our assessment of FONPLATA's business profile is its shareholder
concentration in its five borrowing members. We believe that this presents an
agency problem, which, in an extreme scenario, could pose governance risks.
Argentina and Brazil are FONPLATA's two largest shareholders (holding 66% of
the capital participation combined). However, each member country has equal
voting rights, with all approvals and policies requiring four out of five
votes in favor.
The creation of the executive presidency in 2011, tasked with leading the
institutional transformation, has also led to enhanced accountability and
transparency in decision-making. The fund strengthened its financial and risk
management framework; implementation of this new set of policies, in our view,
should support a pickup in the growth of its lending activities. This includes
conservative limits to manage the growth in lending set at 3x equity, as well
as exposure limits by country aiming at a more balanced loan portfolio
composition. Recently, the fund hired a chief risk officer to separate
planning and risk functions of the bank. Moreover, the first executive
president of FONPLATA, Juan Notaro, took office in September 2012 and has been
reelected for a second term from 2017-2022.
FONPLATA currently has offices in Bolivia and Paraguay, but it expects to open
an office in Argentina in 2018. We view this as a positive development that
will support its growth plans over the medium term and increase operational
efficiencies. While we are likely to see some cost pressures and personnel
bottlenecks during this expansionary phase, we believe FONPLATA will prudently
manage these.
The other main factor we consider in our rating on FONPLATA is its very strong
financial profile, reflecting its high capitalization and liquidity.
As of December 2017, FONPLATA's risk-adjusted capital (RAC) ratio after
applying MLI adjustments was 43%, compared with 45% in 2016. The reduction
resulted mainly from the growth of its outstanding loans, which were up by 22%
to US$622 million, as well as the downgrade of Bolivia to 'BB-' on May 23,
2018. (The RAC ratio after diversification does not reflect the criteria
correction published on July 11, 2017. We believe the impact of the correction
on the ratio is not material to the rating.)
We expect the RAC ratio to deteriorate as FONPLATA increases lending
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activities at a faster pace to its five borrowing member countries, which will
also weigh on the single-name concentration adjustment. At the end of 2017,
the loan distribution was Uruguay (28%), Bolivia (26%), Paraguay (18%),
Argentina (17%), and Brazil (11%). However, we assume that management will
manage the fund prudently in line with its conservative financial limits and
remain above the 23% threshold over the next two years.
FONPLATA is mainly equity funded, with total adjusted equity to adjusted total
assets at 96% as of December 2017. We estimate that FONPLATA is structurally
able to cover its scheduled loan disbursements without recourse to debt
issuance. Since the fund has no significant debt liabilities, by definition
its funding profile is undiversified. In 2018, it continues to diversify its
funding sources, relying primarily on development bank financing, such as CAF
with a contingent line for US$75 million, followed by a line of credit for
US$100 million with the Inter-American Development Bank (IADB), as well as
with the European Investment Bank (EIB) for US$60 million and the French
Development Agency for US$20 million. Although the fund has no funding needs
until October 2018, it recently registered with the Paraguay stock exchange
for an issuance of US$100 million and is looking to issue in the international
markets in the near term. We also see some positive developments in terms of
funding source diversification with other MLIs (Asian Infrastructure
Investment Bank and KfW Development Bank) and central banks.
FONPLATA follows a conservative liquidity policy, under which it's required to
maintain a minimum level of liquidity sufficient to cover all liability
payments and disbursements over the next 12 months. It holds high-quality
liquid assets, which complies with its investment guidelines.
Our calculations of FONPLATA's liquidity incorporate stressed market
conditions and assume no market access. Under these conditions, we calculate
that FONPLATA's liquid assets are sufficient to service its borrowing and
maintain operations through the next year without slowing the pace of planned
disbursements. According to our calculations, FONPLATA's liquidity at the
one-year horizon under stressed market conditions and assuming scheduled
disbursements was 1.2x as of Dec. 31, 2017. However, we estimate that the bank
would need to slow down planned disbursements under a stress scenario.

Outlook
The stable outlook is based on our view that over the next two years, FONPLATA
will maintain its high level of capitalization. We expect its RAC ratio after
diversification to remain well above 23%, even if the asset quality of the
loan book weakens. Furthermore, the stable outlook incorporates our
expectation that FONPLATA will continue increasing its lending activity,
maintain solid support from shareholders, and remain a preferred creditor
among its borrowers.
We could raise the ratings in the next two years if the fund maintains ample
liquidity and robust capitalization levels while significantly enhancing
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multiple aspects of its business profile. This includes evidence of a stronger
presence in the region; robust track record of shareholder support, including
full and timely payment of capital installments due under recently approved
general capital increases; and growing lending and disbursement in line with
its targets. We could also raise the ratings if we see better loss experience
as well as improved credit and risk monitoring.
We could lower the ratings if, in the next two years, we see a significant
deterioration in the creditworthiness of member countries, as well as evidence
of weakening capital support from shareholders, including signs of weakening
PCT. We could also lower the ratings if FONPLATA's capital adequacy or
liquidity deteriorates and the RAC ratio falls below the 23% threshold.
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Certain terms used in this report, particularly certain adjectives used to
express our view on rating relevant factors, have specific meanings ascribed
to them in our criteria, and should therefore be read in conjunction with such
criteria. Please see Ratings Criteria at www.standardandpoors.com for further
information. Complete ratings information is available to subscribers of
RatingsDirect at www.capitaliq.com. All ratings affected by this rating action
can be found on S&P Global Ratings' public website at
www.standardandpoors.com. Use the Ratings search box located in the left
column.
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